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This whitepaper provides answers to 10 key questions regarding the understanding and
management of network platforms. Analyses reflect a literature review of more than 250 articles
and interviews with key Cisco executives. An abbreviated bibliography is included at the end of
this article and a complete bibliography is available upon request form the authors. The
questions addressed here include:
1) Platform Definitions
a. What defines a network platform? Can they be measured in terms of openness,
extensibility, network effects, scale, and modularity?
b. What ecosystem attributes lead to platform emergence?
2) Platform Control
a. Should a platform be controlled by a sole sponsor or should it be jointly
sponsored? Should a platform be open? Should it be exclusive?
b. When should a platform sponsor license to multiple providers? Should it seek
exclusive relationships that preclude select users from affiliating with rival
platforms?
3) Network Business Model
a. How should a firm price a platform? Should you use penetration pricing to
establish a platform? Can you avoid cannibalizing existing products?
b. When competing to establish a platform, should a network platform race to
acquire users?
c. If a platform is shared, how should a firm compete? When should platforms
interoperate?
d. When should the platform sponsor vertically integrate into the applications layer?
4) Platform Evolution
a. How is innovation affected in platform environments? Is a platform transition
different from normal technological advancement?
b. How do you attack or defend a platform?
The authors are extremely grateful to Charles Giancarlo, Guido Jouret, Don Proctor, and Shah
Talukder for their thoughtful commentary and time in interviews. This work would not have been
possible without their input. Invaluable research assistance has been provided by Ray Fung and
Jason Amaral.
This is version 1.2. Please send comments to marshall@mit.edu
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Network Platforms – Core Concepts

Thomas Eisenmann, Geoffrey Parker & Marshall Van Alstyne

1) Platform Definitions
a. What defines a network platform? Can they be measured in terms of openness,
extensibility, network effects, scale, and modularity? What properties are
essential? What properties help them become successful?

Users

CoDvprs

Platform
Provider(s)
Platform
Sponsor

Fig. 1 – Platform business
models involve a triangular set of
relationships, allowing codevelopers to transact directly
with users across the platform.

Fig. 2 – A handful of the most
valuable platform applications
represent the “short tail” to the
left. Niche “long tail”
applications extend far to the
right. The platform is
represented by the bottom
layers, components used
across multiple applications.
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A “Network platform” is defined by the subset of components used in common across
a suite of products (Boudreau, 2006) that also exhibit network effects. Value is
exchanged among a triangular set of relationships including users, component
suppliers (co-developers), and platform firms (see Fig. 1). We focus on platforms
where users experience network effects to emphasize the mutually reinforcing
interests of participants in the platform ecosystem. In contrast to a traditional linear
supply chain, a network platform involves interdependent three-way value streams.
Various business partners or co-developers, associated with the platform, transact
directly with consumers across the platform affecting its total value.
Platforms are not necessarily created and maintained by a single firm. We distinguish
between three supply roles: provider, component supplier (co-developer), and
sponsor. Platform providers mediate network users’ interactions; they serve as users’
primary point of contact with the platform. Component suppliers make available
essential goods and services that are not offered directly by platform providers. They
also provide convenience, customization, and integration, adding value out on the
“Long Tail” (see Fig 2). Platform sponsors exercise control rights. They can modify
platform technology and determine who may participate in the network (Katz &
Shapiro, 1986). Sponsors may license multiple platform providers to spur innovation
(see shared platforms Fig 3) or keep this role for themselves. Despite network
effects, sponsors can deliberately limit the number of network users to ensure quality
or to extract value by granting exclusive trading rights.
Network effects are demand side economies of scale such that the value to existing
consumers rises in the number of subsequent consumers. They influence user
willingness to pay (WTP), user adoption, and thus a platform’s value (Shapiro &
Varian, 1999b). Network effects are distinct from supply side economies of scale that
come from high fixed / low marginal costs, as in the case of semiconductor
manufacture, where average costs decline as production volume increases. Scale
economies for both demand and supply commonly occur in high technology but must
be conceived of and managed differently.
Cross-Side network effects refer to demand economics of scale from one network
group to another (e.g. from Users to Developers). The orange arrows, for example,
could represent the effect of doctors and patients who both want to affiliate via the
same HMO. Same-Side network effects refer to effects of one user group upon other
members of the same group. The blue arrows, for example, could represent the
positive network effects that PC gamers enjoy from additional users of the same
game, or the negative effect on drivers of congestion on a highway.
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A platform’s sponsor and provider roles each can be filled by one company or shared
by multiple firms. Examples of platforms with a sole sponsor include Apple’s
Macintosh and the American Express credit card. Alternatively, multiple parties may
jointly sponsor a platform, typically under the auspices of an association (e.g., VISA,
which is controlled by 21,000 member banks). At the provider level, platforms are
either proprietary or shared. With a proprietary platform, a single firm serves as
platform provider (e.g., Monster.com, Xbox). With a shared platform, multiple firms
serve as rival providers of a common platform (e.g., VISA’s issuing and acquiring
banks, who support cardholders and merchants, respectively). Rival providers of a
shared platform employ compatible technologies; any network user could switch
providers (e.g., from a Dell PC to a Compaq PC in the case of Microsoft’s Windows
platform) and still interact with the same partners as before (i.e., all Windowscompatible applications). By contrast, rival platforms employ incompatible
technologies (e.g., Playstation vs. Xbox, VISA vs. American Express). Joint
sponsorship usually leads to a shared platform (e.g., Linux, VISA), whereas sole
sponsors usually operate proprietary platforms (e.g., eBay, Apple Macintosh).
Occasionally, however, a sole sponsor licenses multiple providers. For example,
American Express granted 3rd-party banks such as MBNA permission to issue
American Express-branded credit cards. Figure 3 illustrates these contrasting
alternatives.
Figure 3: Comparison of VISA and Xbox Platforms
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Platforms provide a standardized solution for the problems below the applications
layer. Factors that contribute to network platform success include openness,
extensibility, and modularity (abstraction & encapsulation), and quality control (note
that these are critical success factors, not attributes of a definition). Each attribute
varies along a continuum and can have non-linear effects on platform success. For
example, more “open” platforms do not uniformly outperform less open platforms. A
perfectly closed network retards 3rd party innovation, which disqualifies it as a
platform. A perfectly open platform, for example viral free software, offers very little
basis for building a business. This curbs investments by business stakeholders, a
key player in the ecosystem.
Successful platforms have extensive mechanisms for quality assurance. The
openness that fosters decentralized innovation must also separate wheat from chaff.
This is as true of open source projects with peer review (Benkler 2006) as it is for
hardware products and routers. For example, the Atari gaming platform failed, in
part, because poor quality games flooded the market and tarnished the brand.
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b. What ecosystem attributes lead to platform emergence? When does a business
find itself in a network platform market? Why does a platform become dominant?
Can a firm shift a non-platform market to become a platform market where it can
be highly competitive?
Factors that favor network
platform emergence include
disconnected
heterogeneous networks
and broad unmet market
need.

At least two conditions favor the emergence of network platforms. When existing
networks are highly fragmented, a system integrator can serve as the glue that holds
the networks together. For example, TC/IP served to integrate several proprietary
and heterogeneous networking protocols including those of Apple and IBM.
A second opportunity for networked platforms to emerge is in a niche next to
established, slowly-evolving industries where there is a broad, unserved market need
that is initially addressed through inferior technology (Christensen 1997). Examples
include IP telephony and digital photography that could have been controlled
respectively by AT&T and Kodak but were missed opportunities.
A platform business model is an economic as opposed to a technical construct (GJ).
Network platforms solve real business problems by consolidating basic layered
functionality in a manner that provides economies of scale. Applications in Figure 2,
for example, can assume the functionality available at lower levels of the platform
(see network externalities below).
Mechanisms that facilitate a transition toward network platform markets include (i)
integrating, vertically and horizontally, into markets that exhibit network effects, (ii)
opening the platform so as to reduce lock-in and promote adoption, and (iii) sharing
the wealth in order to increase third party investment.
To facilitate emergence, platform sponsors also need to manage developers. There
is a range from opening APIs to allow other systems to interoperate, to providing
software development kits (SDKs) and integrated development environments (IDEs)
as Cisco does for its Unified Communications applications, to direct service and
support of component suppliers as in the case of Microsoft. The ecosystem matters.
IDC estimates that for every $1 spent on Microsoft Vista, there will be $9.75 spent on
HW, $4.60 on SW, and $3.65 on services representing an 18:1 ratio of benefit to the
ecosystem as a while.

Openness must be
sufficient that third parties
can gain the knowledge
they need to design for the
platform. CG

Lesson: look for
opportunities to reduce the
transactions costs of trading
across disconnected
networks. These represent
opportunities for substantial
new markets.
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Openness must be sufficient that third parties can gain the knowledge they need to
design for the platform. This provides access to intellectual property. Core
intellectual property usually remains protected, but tools for adapting and adding the
platform are widespread (CG). An example is open Session Initiation Protocol (SIP)
as implemented by Cisco. Anyone can connect a non-Cisco device but advanced
features are only available through licensing the SCCP control protocol, which is
proprietary (DP). This parallels Microsoft’s “embrace and extend” approach.
Why do network externalities occur?
(i)
Reduced Transaction Costs: Compatible standards reduce the
transactions costs of trading or interacting across a network. After the
dawn of the Internet, for example, compatible standards allowed email
transfer across previously incompatible networks that could not share
traffic. Likewise, E-Bay’s web-based standards permitted trading across
previously geographically disjointed classified ads markets.
(ii)
Costs of common platform infrastructure: When vertical applications
create enough value to justify acquiring the supporting platform,
completely unrelated applications benefit. In Figure 2, for example, if
applications in Microsoft Office (say applications 1-4) create enough
value to justify acquiring Microsoft Windows, then the photo editing
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package (say application 31) does not need to supply an operating
system. Its developers can assume that users will have the OS.

Expectations, Externalities, and “Tippy” Outcomes. In both of the network externality
causes above, shared expectations play a significant role. When users access a
network on a recurring basis—as is usually the case—their WTP for participation is
based not on the network’s current scale, but rather on the number of users with
whom they expect to be able to interact in the future. With fragmented demand, it can
be difficult for prospective users to communicate expectations and coordinate
behavior. Facing uncertainty about others’ intentions, each prospect may defer
adoption, even when network effects are strong. Consequently, networked markets
are prone to either stall or tip rapidly toward high adoption rates. Since users’
expectations determine which outcome will prevail, platform intermediaries work hard
to shape them.
Network externalities contribute to “excess inertia” (Farrell & Saloner, 1985). Absent
a way to internalize externalities (Katz & Shapiro, 1986; Liebowitz & Margolis, 1994),
that is, to compensate (or charge) new users for the incremental benefits (or harm)
they bring to other users, prospects are less likely to join the network. This happened
in the 1980s with the VHS vs Beta competition and is happening again in Blu-Ray vs.
HD-DVD.
Winner Take All Markets: Network effects and factors that support single platform
dominance frequently lead to winner-take-all markets. At least three factors
compound these effects:
•

Multi-Homing Costs are High— “Homing” costs include all the
expenses incurred by network users due to platform affiliation. For at
least one set of users in Figure 1 these are high enough relative to
benefits that they prefer to affiliate with only one platform. For example,
most PC users rely on a single OS—usually Windows—because it is
expensive to acquire the hardware and software required to use
multiple operating systems. When multi-homing costs are high, users
need a good reason to affiliate with multiple platforms.

•

Cross-Side Network Effects are Positive and Strong—at least for the
network side with high multi-homing costs. When this condition applies,
users want access to all potential transaction partners on the network’s
other side. A sub-scale platform will be of little interest to them, unless
it provides the only way to reach certain partners. The odds of winnertake-all (WTA) outcome also increase when same-side network effects
are positive and strong.

•

Neither Side’s Users Have Strong Preferences for Inimitable
Differentiated Functionality. If there is little demand for special features,
then users will converge on one platform. However, if different user
segments have unique needs that are intrinsically difficult or expensive
to serve through a single platform, then rival platforms can survive.

2) Platform Control
a. Should a platform be controlled by a sole sponsor or should it be jointly
sponsored? Should a platform be open? Should it be exclusive?
Sole platform sponsorship creates an incentive to develop a platform while giving
the sponsor control. Aren’t margins better when the platform is closed?

5
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Competition for the platform
tends to be feature based,
while competition within the
platform tends to be price
based.

Fight or Share?
If a new market seems likely to be served by a single platform, aspiring
intermediaries must decide whether to fight for proprietary control or share the
platform with rivals. Even if rival platforms are economically viable over the long term,
aspiring intermediaries may still prefer to pool their efforts. Fighting increases the
chances of leaving one firm with a Betamax when it could have shared in a VHS.
Facing this decision, managers must calculate the impact of each option—fighting
versus sharing—on market size, market share, and margins. Of course, the product
of market size, share, and margin equals the firm’s profit from the new business.
Market Size. A shared platform is likely to attract more users in both the short and
long term. In the short term, some users may delay adoption during a WTA battle for
platform dominance. Users will fear being stranded with obsolete investments if they
back the loser. This uncertainty is currently hampering adoption of Blu-Ray and HDDVD both. In the long term, if a single proprietary platform prevails, then monopoly
pricing will reduce the number of network users, compared to a shared platform, for
which pricing will be more competitive. Likewise, due to network effects, if rival
platforms survive—whether shared or proprietary—then their aggregate market size
will be less than the user base would be for a single shared platform.

Proprietary
Yo
ur
Sh
ar
e

Open

Industry Value Add

Fig 4 – Reward = Industry
Value Add x Your Share
(source: Shaprio & Varian
1999b)

Market Share. While jointly developing a platform can build market size, it cuts into
each firm’s market share. When a shared platform evolves through the consensusbased processes of a standards-setting organization (SSO, e.g., the World Wide
Web Consortium), firms will find fewer differentiation opportunities. Market shares are
more likely to be determined by firms' relative strengths in distribution and
manufacturing. With a WTA battle, market share will tend toward either 100% or 0%,
so managers must estimate their realistic odds of winning. This will be determined by
cost and differentiation advantages, including access to proprietary technology
and/or inimitable scarce resources, and by at least four other factors (Shapiro &
Varian, 1999a):
•
•
•
•

In Platform markets, you
need to give in order to get.
Controlling most of a multibillion dollar business is
better than controlling all of
a million dollar business.

Firms gain an edge when they have pre-existing relationships with
prospective users—often in related businesses.
Users’ expectations influence momentum, so a reputation for prowess
in past platform wars yields an advantage.
In a war of attrition, deep pockets matter.
First-mover advantages are often significant in platform battles, but
they are not always decisive. When the market evolves slowly, latemover advantages may be more salient, including the ability to: 1)
avoid the pioneer's positioning errors; 2) incorporate the latest
technology into product designs; and 3) reverse engineer pioneers’
products and beat them on cost (Schnaars, 1994; Tellis & Golder,
2002).

Platform providers must determine how much of the value created through network
interactions they should seek to capture and from which users. From Figure 1,
consider who adds the most value. A bigger network served by a single platform can
create more value in aggregate, but users may worry that a dominant platform
provider will extract too much value. Likewise, when the participation of a few large
users is crucial for mobilizing a network (e.g., movie studios vis-à-vis new DVD
formats), conflict over the division of value between platform providers and “marquee”
users is common.
Levers to consider are open versus closed platform models and margins for
extracting revenue.

6
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Openness invites innovation
but also competition.
Selectively open the layers
where you need new
features most and can
afford the most competition.

“Open” or “Closed”? A market size versus share framework implies a tradeoff
between improved adoption odds and reduced appropriability of rents when sharing a
platform (Shapiro & Varian 1999b, West, 2003). Figure 4 suggests how opening the
platform encourages value-adding developer investment and user adoption but
reduces residual proprietary options for charging. Platform owners sometimes
mistakenly assume that maximum control provides maximum value but this is
generally not the case. Be willing to open a platform and reduce one’s market share
so long as the growth in market size is net profitable.
Confusion sometimes exists over “open” versus “shared” based on the rapid growth
of open source software (e.g., Linux) and content created through collaborative
communities (e.g., Wikipedia). In analyzing platforms, one should not conflate the two
simply because platform-mediated networks involve both users and co-developers.
Participation within one set may be open while participation in other sets remains
restricted, that is, closed. Consequently, we insist on specificity: open for whom?
More importantly, we stress that some platforms are very successful with
open/shared models while others prosper with closed/proprietary models, as shown
in Table 1.

Table 1: Comparison of Degree of Openness Across Platforms (source: West, 2003).
Linux

Windows

Macintosh

Xbox

User Side #1
End User

Open

Open

Open

Open

User Side #2
Developer

Open

Open

Open

Closed

Platform Provider
(hardware/OS bundle)

Open

Open

Closed

Closed

Platform Sponsor

Open

Closed

Closed

Closed

Margins can be higher in the long term when the platform is not shared and the
victor in a WTA battle reaps higher rents. However, in the short term, winning a
WTA battle requires a proprietary platform provider to invest heavily to build its user
base, either through penetration pricing or aggressive spending on marketing.
Likewise, a proprietary platform provider must shoulder the entire cost of inventing
platform technologies, whereas shared providers can spread their collective R&D
burden. Thus for growth, adoption, and winning standards battles, it helps to share
the wealth.

Managing developers is like
refereeing soccer. You don’t
tell them how to play but you
set and enforce the rules – ST

Despite the virtues of opening a platform, economic theory suggests that platform
development cannot be totally decentralized. Platforms need leaders for at least
three reasons (Parker & Van Alstyne, 2005b): (i) platform leaders invest in enhancing
and promoting the platform (ii) they internalize the network effects that would be mispriced if managed separately, and (iii) they orchestrate often fractious developers
whose competitive instincts can otherwise lead them to advance their individual
interests at the expense of overall platform value. Platforms need sponsors; you
cannot get order from chaos without a control mechanism.
The point is to encourage growth through openness but to index your share of the
profits to platform expansion in a low friction way that that does not limit growth (GJ).
The difference with a traditional model is that you share the wealth in order to
increase a platform’s popularity.
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b. When should a platform sponsor license to multiple providers? To attract
network users, should platform providers seek exclusive relationships that
preclude select users from affiliating with rival platforms?
Apple played the no licensing game in operating systems and lost; it is playing
the same game again in music and winning. When does licensing multiple
providers work and when does it fail?
Having decided to open the platform, the licensing issue is not either/or but rather
how broadly and at what time. In both examples above, Apple likely pursued the
correct strategy initially only to keep too much control for too long.
Always license at least the
interfaces, otherwise you’re
not open enough to let others
design to your product – CG

License narrowly initially,
broadly later – GJ

There appear to be two broad but complementary strategies to licensing in platform
markets. One is to license narrowly initially and broadly later. The second is to offer
default license access, the equivalent of Application Program Interfaces (APIs), with
access to platform functionality as a means of capturing decentralized innovation.
These are not mutually exclusive.
Narrow early licensing helps support a price premium that promotes investment by
co-developers (GJ). If you can’t start a market when you have sole control you won’t
find it any more profitable when you relinquish control. Partners can be hand-selected
to have deep technical proficiency and can target early adopter customer segments.
Partner skills can also help to ensure quality. However, maintaining quality can
require a reduction in the number of partners as shown when Cisco decertified a
number of business partners in an effort to maintain platform quality. After growth
starts and a platforms has a lead, it can be taken to standards organizations like IETF
for broader dissemination. The tradeoff is to bring the most innovative protocols
before standards bodies early enough to drive adoption and reduce lock-in but late
enough to develop and sustain competitive advantage. The goal is to ride the crest
ahead of the crowd as the market rolls in.
Exclusivity. Securing users’ exclusive affiliation—that is, their agreement not to
affiliate with a rival platform—can accelerate a platform’s growth (Armstrong &
Wright, 2004). For many years, such exclusive licensing arrangements were at the
core of Visa's marketing campaigns ("…and they don't take American Express").
Exclusive contracts with marquee users (Rochet & Tirole, 2003)—parties with whom
many other users wish to interact—are especially valuable, for example, major
Hollywood studios in the case of rival high-definition DVD formats. To gain
exclusivity, platform intermediaries typically must offer price concessions to users.
Specifically, the intermediary must compensate the user for foregone gains from
trading on other platforms, less multi-homing costs avoided.
Non-Exclusivity: Several factors can motivate sponsors to license multiple providers:
•

•

•
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Users’ Preferences for a Second Source. Network users (e.g., the
cable operators who buy Scientific-Atlanta converters) may prefer that
a platform provider with proprietary technology license a second
source, to reduce vulnerability to holdup and supply interruptions. Intel
has licensed its chip designs for this reason (Farrell & Gallini, 1988).
Government agencies may also insist on “no sole source” contracts in
order to limit such problems.
Licensees’ Marketing Strengths. When platform goods are sold into
established channels (e.g., American Express’s credit cards), a
sponsor may boost platform adoption by harnessing incumbents’
marketing resources and relationships.
Opportunities to Increase Platform Variety. Platform providers often
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adapt platform technologies to create product varieties that meet users’
differentiated needs (Schilling, 2002; Boudreau, 2006). For example,
Microsoft’s policy of licensing Windows has spawned a greater
diversity of PC designs than Apple has been able to achieve as the
proprietary provider of Macintosh computers.
The non-exclusive decentralized model has the virtue of identifying products that you
didn’t consider. Customers do not always know what they want until they’ve seen it:
did customer groups articulate the need for TiVo or Skype or did radical
entrepreneurs take the approach of “build it and they will come”? Increased use of
prediction markets may also be a means of identifying these potential trends.
A key tension is the tradeoff between greater openness that promotes decentralized
innovation and adaptation far out on the long tail versus maintaining quality control.
One means of achieving balance is to invite widespread participation in development
but only selective participation in deployment.
Licensing, while open, must provide clear boundaries as to who owns what.
Confusion in these boundaries discourages investment (CG).
Recent economic work suggests that “fair” licenses – those that reward in proportion
to contribution – increase the rate of innovation (Clarkson & Van Alstyne, 2006).
Ownership is sufficient to ensure reward for tangible goods but not for intangible
goods. Because ideas and information cannot be taken back if shared, people with
ideas need guarantees that their contributions will be compensated. Such
guarantees are extremely difficult in any kind of inventive activity. When ownership is
insufficient, people hoard their information.
For any platform to be
successful, you must find a
way for everyone to be
successful. – ST

Mechanisms that increase fairness, such as reputations for integrity, increase the
willingness to contribute vital information that leads to innovation. Basically, it
becomes economically rational to commit to sharing the spoils in order to stimulate
innovation.
Fairness may well play a role in the economic growth of California relative to other
states. California limits the terms of onerous employee non-compete agreements.
Because employees can leave more easily, firms must compensate them more
equitably i.e. in proportion to the wealth they create. This motivates them to create
more wealth.

3) Network Business Model
c. How should a firm price a platform? Should you use penetration pricing to
establish a platform? Can you avoid cannibalizing existing products?
To win a standards war, firms must sometimes offer low initial prices to establish the
platform. In other cases, a firm’s technological lead gives it sufficient strength to
avoid less profitable approaches to standard setting such as discounting. Pricing
rules in such markets often violate traditional economics, such as marginal cost
pricing and value-based pricing. How should these be managed?
Pricing, licensing and innovation are all tied together – one reason that managing
network platforms is so complex. Pricing considerations entail:
• Market establishment & expansion goals
• Product replacement goals within your product portfolio
• R&D recovery
• Competition
• Long term pricing

9
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A classic conjecture by Nobel economist Ron Coase argues that if you price high
initially with the intention of going low later, customers will wait until prices fall.
Because intertemporal price discrimination is difficult, sellers of durable goods have
limited market power (Coase 1972). The earliest adopters, however, are the least
price sensitive (Stokey 1979). The highest value customers in Figure 2, for example,
will pay a premium so it is frequently possible to price discriminate by lowering prices
over time.
Over time, platform margins at
a given layer asymptote to
zero as the ecosystem adds
new layers on top and the
lower strata become
undifferentiated background.

Initial prices must provide profits sufficient for product development. You need to
amortize your R&D and your co-developers need to fund their development. Mature
platform pricing dwindles asymptotically to zero as new layers supersede old ones.
Ethernet switches cost thousands of dollars several years ago but now sell for $50 at
Best Buy (GJ). Firms make money on the recent additions that customers care
about, not the embedded layers everyone takes for granted (GJ). Platform margins at
a given layer erode as the ecosystem adds new layers on top and the lower strata
become undifferentiated background.
As competition drives prices to marginal cost on existing features, your price for
performance based on innovation must keep ahead of price erosion. IBM lost its lead
in networking protocols, especially token ring, because it was unable or unwilling to
drive innovation faster than prices were eroding. You price as high as you can then
ensure that you can innovate ahead of price erosion (GJ).

To avoid cannibalizing existing
markets with new products,
consider “surgical insertion”
pricing. – DP

New product generations introduce tradeoffs in growing new markets and
cannibalizing old ones. To avoid cannibalization but facilitate growth, consider a form
of surgical insertion pricing. Put the new product in a new narrowly defined category
with premium pricing. Transition only those customers most in need of a transition
then broaden the installed base over time (DP). Cisco used this method to introduce
a new router that would have cut into a billion dollar business.
Network markets also exhibit unique pricing behaviors based on balancing the
interests of the user groups in Figure 1. To engage both consumers and codevelopers can require a firm to solve chicken-and-egg adoption problems. No one
wants an HDTV, for example, unless there is HDTV content but no one wants to
produce such content unless people have HDTVs. The solution is to use various
forms of 2-sided pricing.

Fig. 5a-b: Using traditional
value-based or marginal
cost pricing, a firm prices
for the top users in each,
capturing standard profits
under the demand curve
(see also 5c-d below).

Two-Sided Network Pricing
In two-sided networks, a platform provider with market power may price to one side
below the rate it would otherwise charge if that side were viewed as an independent
market, rather than part of a two-sided network (see Fig 5.a-d). In many cases,
platform products are priced below marginal cost or even given away. Unlike the
case of “low then high” penetration pricing, this discount is permanent. It serves to
attract more users to the network’s “subsidy side.” Due to network effects, this boosts
users’ WTP for platform affiliation on the network’s “money side.” The platform
provider exploits this by charging a premium to money-side users that more than
offsets subsidies to the other side Rochet & Tirole (2004); Parker & Van Alstyne,
(2000, 2005a).
•

•
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Ability to collect tolls. Discount pricing will be wasted if your network’s subsidy
side can transact with a rival platform provider’s money side. If your platform builds a
bridge between both sides, you need to be the one collecting tolls. Netscape lost
money subsidizing browsers in hopes of selling web servers. But, the whole point of
the Internet is interoperability and website operators bought from rivals.
User sensitivity to price. Generally, it makes sense to discount the price-
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•

•

Fig. 5c-d: Using 2-sided
network pricing, the firm
discounts one market to
•
stimulate network effects in
the other. Discounted
operating system tools for
developers (5c) is a critical
way to raise value, demand,
prices & profits among
consumers (5d)

sensitive side and charge the price insensitive side. Credit Card companies bring
choosy consumers to their platform by offering frequent flyer points and cash back
rebates; but this allows them to charge merchants.
User sensitivity to quality. Charge high fees to the side that supplies quality in
order to segment the market based on quality. This strategy is evident in video
games where Microsoft and Sony restrict deployment on their platforms. Atari failed
to do this and tarnished its brand. This phenomenon may also explain "Ladies Night"
in restaurant platforms (i.e., women are admitted free; men pay). Asked about Ladies
Night, one of our students quipped, "It's simple: men prefer quantity, women prefer
quality!" His admittedly sexist logic: men are less discriminating, so the biggest
possible pool of women suits their needs. A nightclub then covers costs by charging
the men.
Low Variable costs. Discounts make considerably more sense if they take the
form of a digital good such as software or a cheap service such as otherwise-idle
computer time. High marginal cost goods should not be used. FreePC learned this
lesson in 1999, when it provided computers and Internet access at no cost to
consumers who agreed to view Internet-delivered ads that could not be minimized or
hidden. FreePC abandoned its offer after incurring $80 million in losses.
Value Adding or Marquee Users. Network users are not created equal. The
participation of high brand value or considerable development talent users can be
especially important for attracting participants to the other side of the network.
Marquee users may be exceptionally big buyers, like the U.S. government, high
profile suppliers, like Hollywood movie studios for DVDs, or major developers like
Electronic Arts in games. Of course, it can be expensive—especially for small
platforms—to convince marquee users to forfeit opportunities in other networks.
When the participation of a few large users is crucial for mobilizing a network, conflict
over the division of value between platform providers and large users is common.

d. When competing to establish a platform, should a network platform race to
acquire users? More users attract more developers and more developers attract
more users. But buying users comes at a cost.

Impact
on NPV

I*

LVC = 0

Positive
LVC

Negative
LVC

In a new networked market, a platform provider often has economic incentives to
invest aggressively in building its user base, due to: 1) increasing returns to scale
engendered by network effects or learning effects; or 2) high switching costs
(Spence, 1979; Lieberman, 1987; Klemperer, 1987; Noe & Parker, 2005; Eisenmann,
2006). Firms may race for scale by spending a lot on marketing, acquiring rivals, or
discounting heavily—often pricing below marginal cost. After they amass scale, firms
can raise price, exploiting users’ increased WTP to participate in a larger network or
“locked in” users’ reluctance to incur switching costs. Alternatively, firms can maintain
price but improve margins by increasing volume, thereby leveraging learning effects
or fixed costs. They also need to balance marketing efforts directed at both sides of a
two-sided network

Zero

B

A

C

Current Period Investment in
Customer Acquisition Efforts

Fig.6: When racing to
acquire a user base, firms
can dangerously under and
over – invest.
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If network effects and switching costs lead to market concentration and racing, then
platform sponsors need ways to accelerate growth. The function relating long-term
returns to current period investments in customer acquisition typically has an inverted
“U” shape (Blattberg & Deighton, 1996). Up to some point—I* in Figure 6—
increasing investments should boost the total payoff, but at a diminishing rate as the
cost of acquiring additional customers rises. Lifetime customer value (LCV) should
reflect a new user’s impact on existing users’ WTP Beyond the value maximizing
point it costs more to acquire customers than they are worth, so the lifetime customer
value (LCV) becomes negative. Put another way, if a firm races too hard, or not hard
enough, it will depress long-term returns.
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Scalability constraints can also drive up costs or cause quality problems when firms
pursue racing strategies (Oliva, Sterman & Giese, 2003). Rapid growth is more likely
to be feasible when products and services: 1) leverage general-purpose production
and distribution facilities; and 2) involve straightforward customer service interactions.
Rapid growth may also strain organizational processes and contribute to
dysfunctional decision making (Cusumano & Yoffie, 1998; Perlow, Okhuysen &
Repenning, 2002; Sterman et al., 2006).

e. If a platform is shared, how should a firm compete? When should platforms
interoperate? Interoperability increases network effects and grows the installed
base. It also raises the attractiveness of development at the applications layer.
But, it weakens a sponsor’s competitive position vis-à-vis other sponsors who
control a substitute.
Strategies for Competing on a Common Platform
firms use several strategies to advance their individual interests while simultaneously
cooperating with rivals to develop a shared platform.
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•

Proprietary Extensions. Standardized products can become
undifferentiated, low-margin commodities. To avoid this outcome, firms
often add proprietary extensions to industry standards. For example,
802.11 (“Wi-Fi”) access points using chipsets from Atheros
communicate with laptop cards using other vendors’ 802.11-compliant
chipsets at industry-standard speeds (“Atheros Communications,” HBS
#806-093). However, when an access point and laptop card both
contain Atheros chipsets, they can communicate in “Turbo Mode” at
much higher speeds, leveraging Atheros’s proprietary protocols.
However, when firms push proprietary extensions too far, they risk
“forking” or “splintering” their common standard to the point where their
products are no longer interoperable.

•

Optimal Timing. When firms introduce proposals in standards-setting
organizations, timing is crucial to their odds for success. If a project is
proposed too early, before other SSO participants understand its
technical merits or before market demand is apparent, the project is
likely to be ignored. On the other hand, if a firm submits finished work
to an SSO, rivals are likely to block progress by proposing
amendments or stalling in different ways. Rivals will be worried that the
sponsoring firm will have a significant time-to-market advantage in
launching new products.

•

Forum Shopping. When contributing technologies to a shared platform,
firms sometimes can choose between SSOs (e.g., in the case of Web
services technologies, W3C versus IETF; see “Sun Microsystems:
Web Services Strategy,” HBS #805-095). SSOs differ along
dimensions that are relevant when firms are “forum shopping,” most
notably: 1) provisions for the disclosure and licensing of intellectual
property; and 2) via their membership and voting requirements, the
degree of control conferred to sponsoring firms over agenda setting
(Lerner & Tirole, 2004; Chiao, Lerner & Tirole, 2005).

•

Special Interest Groups. Subsets of firms that compete on a common
platform frequently form separate associations or “special interest
groups” to advance mutual interests. These groups exert influence
over larger bodies that retain responsibility for standards formulation.
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Special interest groups are often formed by key platform participants
to: 1) resolve impasses caused by political maneuvering in larger
bodies; 2) protect themselves from “majority rule” outcomes in larger
bodies; 3) exclude their closest rivals (Axelrod et al., 1995); or 4)
ensure interoperability of different firms’ implementations of common
standards. In some cases, groups may threaten to secede from a
governing SSO unless their priorities are addressed. Of course,
coalitions may provoke a backlash from other platform participants
when they wield power in this manner.
Converters -- Interoperability is achieved through the use of converters
(also known as adapters or gateways: see David & Bunn, 1988) that
modify one platform’s functionality to allow its users to interact with those of
another platform. We review several properties of converters:
Converters can be costly. Their expense is usually borne by the weaker
platform’s users. Due to technical compromises required to achieve
interoperability, cross-platform interactions sometimes suffer quality
degradation, compared to intra-platform interactions.
Interoperability is not necessarily binary: providers may deliberately limit
the scope of cross-platform interactions to maintain differentiation (Cremer,
Rey & Tirole, 2000). For example, when routing traffic, a backbone ISP
might give precedent to its own customers’ packets over those of its rivals’
customers.
Converters may be developed unilaterally or bilaterally, depending on
engineering considerations and intellectual property protection. If a
unilateral converter is technically and legally feasible, then an increase in
either platform provider’s profitability is sufficient for its introduction. If
technical or legal constraints preclude unilateral efforts, then an increase in
total industry profits is a sufficient condition for interoperability, assuming
the possibility of side-payments between platform providers (e.g., licensing
fees). Absent side-payments, an increase in both platform providers’
profitability is necessary for interoperability (Katz & Shapiro, 1985).
Converters can be one- or two-way. For example, vintage Macintosh
computers could read DOS-formatted floppy disks, but the reverse was not
true. Conversely, Microsoft Word can both read and save files in
WordPerfect format.
Interoperability with Established Rivals. During network mobilization,
leading platforms are likely to view their incompatibility with smaller rivals
as a strategic advantage. Once platforms are established and user
acquisition rates slow, however, it may make sense for rivals to reconsider
compatibility policies—especially if their market shares approach parity.
Market Size. If network effects are positive and strong, then users’ WTP for
platform affiliation should increase when interoperability provides access to
a larger collective user base. However, increased user WTP does not
automatically translate into increased industry revenue as it may be divided
across more players. Also, interoperability may eliminate the motivation for
multi-homing, resulting in fewer total subscriptions for the industry.
Market Share. Post-interoperability, market shares will depend on several
factors, including: 1) the extent to which platforms are differentiated in
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terms of the standalone properties unrelated to network size; 2) switching
costs; 3) multi-homing costs; and 4) converter costs.

Standalone Utility
Network Effect Utility
Homing Cost

A

B

C

A

B

C

Figure 7: Interoperability between
established platforms implies they
compete on standalone value.

Margin. The impact of converters on platform pricing is not clear-cut. With
homogenous platforms and elastic demand, prices may decline (Katz &
Shapiro, 1985). However, in a growing market, converters may blunt the
drive to race for new users. Also, when converter costs are borne by a
weaker platform’s users, the dominant platform has an incentive to raise
prices (Farrell & Saloner, 1992). Finally, dominant platform provider’s
margin may improve if it can license interoperability rights to weaker rivals.
Figure 7 illustrates the economic impact of interoperability between
established rivals. It shows one network user’s utility from affiliating with
three rival platforms, pre- and post-interoperability. The platforms vary in
terms of the network effect-related utility they offer as well as their
standalone utility, but platform prices (equivalent to homing cost,
represented by the dashed line) are assumed to be equal.
In the left panel, before interoperability, the user multi-homes with
platforms A and B, but cannot justify affiliating with C. Post-interoperability,
the user weighs switching costs incurred in abandoning A and/or B (not
depicted in Figure 7) against the standalone utility offered by each
platform. Differences in network effect utility are no longer relevant to the
user’s platform affiliation decision, because all platforms now provide
access to a common, larger user base. Assuming that switching costs are
utility, despite the fact that A had the largest pre-interoperability user base.
Incompatibility to Deter Entry. The framework above can also be used to
guide incumbents’ decisions about whether to interoperate with entrants.
The classic case involves an entrant with a superior proprietary platform
but no installed base (Katz & Shapiro, 1992; Xie & Sirbu, 1995; Matutes &
Regibeau, 1996). If the market is still young and expected to grow
substantially, then prospective users are more likely to favor the entrant’s
superior proprietary platform. By contrast, if the market is mature and little
growth is expected, then the entrant will only be viable if the incumbent
offers interoperability. Under these conditions, a credible commitment to
avoid interoperability may deter entry.
Backward Compatibility. Likewise, the framework above can be adapted
to decisions about backward compatibility when launching a new platform
generation. Optimal strategy will also depend on whether platform
intermediaries can price discriminate between existing and new users
(Fudenberg & Tirole, 1998). With backward compatibility and no price
discrimination, existing users will ignore network effects in their decision to
adopt the new generation platform. They only will adopt the new platform if
its price is less than the increase in standalone utility it offers, compared to
the current generation. Consequently, if technical improvements are large,
then the intermediary should market an incompatible next generation
platform to both existing users and unaffiliated prospects. If improvements
are modest, then the intermediary should offer a backward compatible
next-generation platform at a price that will appeal to prospects but will be
ignored by existing users (Choi, 1994).
Interoperability favors the company that does it best. CG.

f.
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When should the platform sponsor vertically integrate into the applications layer?
Certain functionality can be critical to perceived platform value. Thus, it can
behoove the platform sponsor to control key functions at this layer. At the same
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time, if developers perceive a threat of takeover, they will fail to innovate on this
platform in favor of competing platforms.
Vertically integrate into the
applications layer:
early if you need to prove
market viability.
late after multiple
independent solutions solve
the same problem.

Sometimes you must provide enough of an applications layer yourself to prove
market viability. This is a tough balancing act. Controlling the platform, and having
entered this market, co-developers can then avoid the market fearing the platform
sponsor’s advantage.
Embed features into the platform once multiple independent vendors provide similar
solutions to the same problem (GJ). If one partner provides functionality, you do not
want to coopt it. But if multiple vendors provide it, competition reduces margins
anyway and the ecosystem benefits from having a common platform feature (GJ).
Once a capability has become mainstream, a part of the standard solution, it should
be integrated into the platform. Application developers know this. They do not like it
but they understand. One way to make money is to take one vertical application in
one market then adapt it to new vertical markets. When there are few such markets,
profits and the ecosystem benefit by allowing adaptation across such vertical
markets.

Fig 8 – When many
different verticals provide
different solutions to the
same problem, it’s time to
integrate it into the platform
as a standardized function.

Basically, apply the long tail versus short tail test for vertical content. When
applications are out in the long tail where they apply to a few customers, keep them
as distinct verticals. But, when common solutions develop that everyone uses, they
have moved to the short tail, then fold them into the next layer of the platform. An
example was the evolution of graphics on the PC (CG). Figure 8 illustrates.
The migration of intelligence and services into a network is governed by this same
property. When features provide enough value to enough vertical applications, the
ecosystem benefits by moving them a layer deeper to make standard protocols
available to everyone.
Integration into User Role – To resolve “chicken-and-egg” dilemmas, platform
intermediaries sometimes step into the user role on one side of their network,
producing complements valued by users on the other side. Chicken-and-egg
dilemmas are more acute when users must make platform-specific investments in
order to participate in a network. Complement suppliers are not likely to invest unless
they can be assured access to a critical mass of end users. End users, in turn, will
not affiliate with the platform until they are confident that enough complements will be
available. Faced with these chicken-and-egg dynamics, platform providers may
produce complements in-house, as Microsoft’s Xbox unit did with Halo. However, by
integrating into the user role on one side of its network, a platform provider may
discourage the participation of prospective users on that side. Prospects may fear
that a first-party rival will have unfair advantages, for example, early knowledge of
planned platform upgrades.
Conditions Encouraging Integration. When ongoing platform innovation depends on
the availability of co-specialized complementary assets (Teece, 1986), can the
platform sponsor share enough value with owners of these assets to elicit their
supply? Alternatively, should the sponsor integrate into the supply of complementary
assets?
Conditions that encourage integration often prevail in platform-mediated networks:
asset-specificity, uncertainty, and small-numbers bargaining (Williamson, 1975).
Network users and third-parties that supply complements and components must
make platform-specific investments in the face of rapid technological change. Their
products are often nested platforms (e.g., PayPal vis-à-vis eBay; Netscape vis-à-vis
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Windows) which, given WTA propensities, implies that a dominant
complement/component supplier often will bargain with a single platform sponsor.
Essential Complements. As platforms evolve, complements once perceived to be
discretionary may come to be viewed as essential. For example, only leading-edge
users had web browsers in 1994, but by 1999 browsers were standard features that
shipped with every new PC. When a complement becomes essential, platform
sponsors must decide whether to continue to rely on network users/third-parties for
its supply. The alternative is to integrate the complement into platform goods
distributed by platform providers. In decisions about integration, sponsors will weigh
both efficiency and strategic concerns (Farrell & Weiser, 2003, Nalebuff, 2003).
There are several arguments for integrating on efficiency grounds (Davis,
MacCrisken & Murphy, 2001):
A single engineering team may be able to develop a superior interface between the
platform good and complement. Integration reduces shopping costs for network
users. Also, the sponsor can avoid the impact of double marginalization when two
monopolists sell perfect complements.
Integration may also be motivated by strategic concerns (Whinston, 1990; Church &
Gandal, 1992a; Carlton & Waldman, 2002). By bundling an essential complement
with its platform good, the sponsor may be able to deter entry and weaken existing
platform rivals. If the sponsor’s platform is dominant, it will be difficult for a standalone
complement provider to compete against the bundle. If standalone complement
providers are not viable, then costs will rise for rival platform providers, who must
also integrate into the essential complement.
Platform Leadership. Our analysis of the role of integration in platform evolution is
informed by the research of Bresnahan & Greenstein (1999), who observed that the
PC ecosystem was once characterized by divided technical leadership from several
firms, each powerful within their respective horizontal layers (e.g., Intel in CPUs;
Microsoft in operating systems; IBM and Compaq in computer manufacturing;
WordPerfect and Lotus in applications). Over time, Microsoft displaced many leading
application providers and computer makers were relegated to an assembly role.
Consequently, technical leadership in personal computing became concentrated in
the hands of Microsoft and Intel; in tandem, these firms captured a greater share of
industry rents.
Bresnahan & Greenstein suggest that network effects and switching costs engender
periods of stable platform leadership, which are punctuated by episodes of epochal
change (see also Tushman & Anderson, 1986; West, 2006). Such change results in
new platforms and the reallocation of technical leadership roles—and rents—within
existing platforms. Epochal change can occur in at least two ways. First, a platform
that serves a new or peripheral market may improve to the point where it can satisfy
an established platform’s users (see also Christensen, 1997). Second, with divided
technical leadership, a dominant player in one layer can help usurp or diminish
leaders in another layer, either by sponsoring another party’s entry into the target
layer or by entering itself.
In this view, managing relationships with complement and component suppliers—and
deciding when to supplant or absorb them—is crucial to a platform sponsor’s
success. In developing these ideas, we draw on work by Gawer & Cusumano (2002;
see also Gawer & Henderson, 2005; Casadesus-Masanell & Yoffie, 2006; and Yoffie
& Kwak, 2006) who describe organizational structures and processes used by Intel
and other platform sponsors to manage relationships with complementors.
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4) Platform Evolution
g. How is innovation affected in platform environments? Is a platform transition
different from normal technological advancement?
A single firm cannot outinnovate an entire market.
Innovation in platform markets
must be sufficiently
decentralized to capture ideas
wherever they occur.

Platform innovation is enhanced by structuring the ecosystem to allow market
partners to provide ideas. The pace increases due to harnessing numerous 3rd party
contributions that extend the rate of change feasible to the platform sponsor alone.
Keeping up feels like “running in place.” Lead innovations often come from outside
the platform firm itself. Often, the first use of a platform technology is not the one
later discovered by the market. RCA originally sold radio for point-to-point
communication to large firms and not the masses (Hanson 1999). Edison sold
phonographs for people to record their last will and testament. You need to be a
good platform custodian for partners to fill the potholes in your foundation (GJ).
Skype’s internet telephony success is a classic instance of Christensen’s observation
that disruption occurs when competitors meet an unaddressed market need through
initially inferior technology (GJ). They make no quality of service guarantees but the
market is willing to accept this service level. Given the number of consumers who
have already bought Internet access, demand is huge. They are coupling with a
larger platform.
Platform transitions have whole new suppliers, complementors, and routes to market.
An ecosystem supplants another of a different kind. An analogy is the transition from
chemical to digital photography. Film, processing, chemicals, and photo paper
yielded to embedded memory, inkjet cartridges, screen display, and software. New
players are unencumbered by Christensens’s innovator’s dilemma and meticulous
tradeoffs. DP
While normal technological advancement tends to be incremental, we associate
platform transitions with S-curve growth.
With positive network effects, the relationship between user WTP and network size
tends to follow a logistic (“S”-shaped) function. After an initial period of accelerating
growth, WTP eventually increases at a decreasing rate due to: 1) budget and
attention constraints; 2) the fact that late adopters conduct fewer transactions, and
are valued less as transaction partners by existing users; and 3) fewer non-adopters
remain to adopt. Due to latter-stage concavity, strategies based on principles like
Metcalfe’s Law, which states that a network’s value increases with the square of its
user base, can be seriously flawed (Briscoe, Odlyzko, & Tilly, 2006).
Innovation also comes from platform envelopment, which is often called
“convergence” Networked industries are rich with envelopment opportunities because
platform providers that serve different markets often have overlapping user bases. By
leveraging overlapping user relationships, one platform provider can move into
another’s market, offering a bundle that includes both platforms’ products. The
targeted platform provider is vulnerable because it cannot match the attacker’s offer.
Dominant firms that otherwise are sheltered from entry by standalone rivals may see
entry barriers collapse in the face of an adjacent platform provider’s envelopment
attack. We explore these strategies in the next section.
Effect of Platform Sharing on Innovation. If rival platforms survive, their relative
performance over the long term will be determined in part by their respective rates of
innovation (which would be reflected in the “market share” and “margin” components
of the calculation above). The impact of shared versus proprietary platform models
on innovation is ambiguous (Boudreau, 2006). On the positive side for shared
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platforms, since several firms can share the R&D burden, their collective spending
might exceed R&D investments by a proprietary platform. Also, competition among
firms to incorporate their respective technologies into a common standard may result
in survival of the fittest proposals. Finally, open processes for jointly developing
technologies invite ongoing feedback, which may yield higher quality products
(Chesbrough, 2003; West, 2006).
On the negative side for shared platforms, innovation in standard-setting
organizations and similar forums may be slowed by political maneuvering and
complex coordination processes (Simcoe, 2006). Also, “least common denominator”
dynamics in SSOs may yield lower-quality standards due to “tyranny of the majority”
voting (e.g., when most participants lack the manufacturing skills to handle one firm’s
leading-edge technology) or due to vested interests (e.g., when incumbents reject an
entrant’s innovations in order to protect their sunk investments). Finally, with a
proprietary model, engineering choices are subject to hierarchical direction rather
than multi-lateral negotiation. Proprietary platforms may have more tightly-integrated
components and may out-perform shared platforms
h. How do you attack or defend a platform? Having established a platform, the
sponsor cannot rest but must continue to evolve and mitigate threats. What
strategies have been used to attack a platform? How can one defend against
them?
Attack Strategies:
At least two strategies have
been used to attack
platforms. To hijack a
platform, a competitor
works within the ecosystem
to wrest control of the
platform. To envelope a
platform, a competitor
arrives from a parallel
ecosystem and absorbs the
key profit generating
functions.

In platform markets,
defense is innovation.
– ST
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Two strategies differ based on whether an attacker works within a platform
ecosystem or outside it and by whether the attacker is the main sponsor or an
interloper. Working within the platform ecosystem, both Microsoft and IBM have
sought to hijack Java either by intentionally forking the code and fragmenting the
network, or by providing enhanced functionality, tools, and better leadership, to coopt
the developer pool and direction of platform growth. The “Eclipse” project, for
example, is quite specifically targeted at wresting control from “Sun.” Internal division
is one risk of opening a platform that needs to be met with careful quality control and
strong leadership.
Working within the platform, the platform sponsor has several strategies for pursuing
growth and dominance.
1) Subsidize creation of value on the long tail – As in Fig 2, one of the means of adding
platform value is to open the platform and provide tools and resources to component
suppliers who can marshal additional resources on your behalf. Cisco, for example,
provides considerable support to business partners.
2) Vertically integrate into critical components – This ensures that key sources of
consumer value are available on the sponsor’s platform. Creating these in-house
develops expertise. Acquiring them can secure these resources quickly and deny
them to competing platforms.
3) Develop strategic alliances with manufacturers and distributors – As always in
platform battles, having key channel partners can provide an edge in reaching key
markets. DoCoMo partnered with railways in Japan to bring its payment system to
an enormous commuter population.
4) Advertise heavily to create the expectation your platform will win – Competition
between platforms can lead consumers to delay purchasing until a clear victor has
emerged. This has clearly happened in the HD-DVD versus BluRay standards battle.
Editorial reviews have specifically advised against purchasing for this reason. Market
perceptions can help sway the market.
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5) Pursue “Marquee” users – Certain large consumers can signal the market that a
given platform has established critical mass. Courting large consumer groups such
as governments can tip the market in favor of
6) Reduce switching costs for consumers of competing products – Consumers of a
specific technology can become “locked-in” by incompatible technology, training, and
other large sunk costs. Developing converters from competing systems to yours can
help. That Macintosh computers now offer dual boot capability significantly reduces
PC lock-in.
7) Pursue stronger network effects – Since platforms depend on “demand economies of
scale,” one useful strategy is to extend network effects. In computer gaming, for
example, online user-to-user interaction has much stronger network effects than solo
play. Xbox moved aggressively into online play, ahead of Sony, to shift users away
from Playstation.
Working outside the platform, a second strategy is to “envelop” the target platform
with functionality from a parallel and usually larger platform (Eisenmannn, Parker &
Van Alstyne 2006). Microsoft has frequently used a variant of this strategy call
“embrace and extend” in which they match proprietary content, then extend it with
improved functionality. Look for envelopment attacks when industry observers talk
about blurring market boundaries and convergence (Yoffie, 1997).
The effects of bundling products into the core platform are nicely captured in a visual
analysis by Nalebuff (2003). Consider two separate standalone goods, for example,
Applications 1 and 2 from Figure 2. In the case of the Windows operating system, a
classic platform good, these could be MS Word and MS Excel. Neither product was
superior to Wordperfect or Lotus 123 respectively at the time they were introduced.
Standard pricing practices suggest pricing to the top half of consumers in both cases,
represented by the blue area in Figures 9a & 9b. A competitor, however, can price a
substitute spreadsheet product below the individual price and take half a market as in
Figure 9c. The yellow profits shift to the competitor. Suppose, now that the platform
sponsor bundles the two goods and prices them to the top half of both markets as in
Figure 9d. Profits are again the blue area. The bundled good now substantially
defeats price competition from a competitor. Because consumers value both goods,
pricing an independent good to steal market share is much harder because any
consumer who values the word processor already has a spreadsheet and does not
need another. The bundled spreadsheet already feels as if it is free so the
competitor’s market share is cut substantially.
Successful, dominant platforms may be sheltered from direct entry by standalone
rivals, yet still face competitive threats from larger adjacent platforms bundling their
functionality. A classic example is the bundling of streaming audio into the Windows
operating system. RealNetworks pioneered streaming media, however, when
Microsoft bundled both the content creation and content consumption tools into the
operating system, they absorbed RealNetworks’ market. Envelopment via a
dominant platform can invite antitrust scrutiny as occurred in the US and Europe.
Reasons for attack:
Strategic Foreclosure – The target provides an essential complement for the
enveloper’s platform. The attacker either eliminates or acquires the standalone
complement provider, in either case foreclosing rival platform providers’ access to the
essential complement. eBay’s BillPoint was an unsuccessful foreclosure attack on
PayPal
Efficiency Gains – The target’s platform is one of many discretionary complements to
the enveloper’s platform that take advantage of overlapping user relationships
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100

production cost synergies. Larger user bases can also stimulate greater network
effects. Examples include Cisco bundling proprietary networking protocols (such as
IBM’s SNA) into its operating system and Yahoo! offering services such as Yahoo!
Music (enveloping RealNetwork’s Rhapsody) or Yahoo!’s Flickr (enveloping
Shutterfly) as well as cable TV system operators and local phone companies entering
each others’ markets.
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Organizing for Envelopment. Launching an envelopment attack requires an
unusually high level of cross-unit coordination. Engineers must integrate the two
platforms’ functionality and marketers must formulate joint pricing and targeting
strategies. In most companies, achieving such cross-unit cooperation is a difficult
challenge, because managers can fear a loss of autonomy.
Enveloper’s Cost Advantages. The likelihood of success for an envelopment attack
hinges on: 1) the magnitude of production cost synergies (including expenses R&D
and customer service) in bundling platform functionality; and 2) the nature of overlap
between the target and enveloping platforms’ user bases, which influences the
appeal of the attacker’s bundle and related marketing costs.
Defensive Strategies:
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Substitution Effects – Before envelopment, the target and enveloper are weak
substitutes: they provide similar functionality, but through fundamentally different
technologies. For example, LinkedIn and Monster.com both help their respective
users find jobs, but in different ways: LinkedIn users rely on social networking;
Monster users search its job listings database.
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Fig 9a-e: These frames show
how bundling goods into a
platform hurts competitors. If
two goods are priced
independently (a & b), a
competitor can lower price
and take market share with a
substitute (c). But, if a firm
bundles two goods and
charges for both (d), then
because one good is “already
paid for” a competitors sales
are cut in half. (source
Nalebuff 2003).
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Changing Business Models. Ceding the targeted platform and redeploying into new
markets may be an attractive option for some intermediaries. RealNetworks pursued
this approach in response to Microsoft’s envelopment. Real largely ceded its
streaming media business. It leveraged existing relationships with consumers and
music companies to launch Rhapsody, an online subscription music service. Another
way for platform providers to change their business models in response to
envelopment is to offer systems integration services, that is, help enterprises knit
together diverse information technologies. Platform intermediaries are often wellequipped to serve as systems integrators, because facilitating users’ transactions
across a network builds the capabilities required for this role. Again, RealNetworks
provides an example: before it launched Rhapsody, Real helped major music
companies build online services.
Identify a defensible niche market: If consumers value a specific form of
differentiation, it may be possible to defend a platform. This subnetwork is likely to
be much smaller, however, and potentially lose certain scale benefits of a larger
network.
Improved Technology: A limited response is to compete via technological evolution,
i.e. to add features at least as valuable as those offered by competing platforms.
This is feasible only for equivalent or inferior technology and one must carefully
consider the growth trajectory of the competing platform. Minor evolution cannot
compete successfully with major revolution. Analog photography added onscreen
display, different size prints, and multiple speed films but could not compete with
digital photography. In the 1800s, the pace of innovation in sailing ships quickened
dramatically due to competition from steamships. Improved designs and adding sails,
however, only delayed inevitable industry decline relative to powered shipping.
Analog photography could easily have learned from precursors in analog music and
analog HDTV. When fighting a losing innovation battle, good defense is delaying the
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inevitable and optimally timing a transition of assets.
Mergers and Alliances: Partner to neutralize threats (DP). Platform intermediaries
targeted for envelopment can merge with their attackers’ rivals, who then can
develop rival cross-platform bundles (e.g., Lotus + IBM; Scientific-Atlanta + Cisco).
Alternatively, targeted intermediaries can pursue joint ventures with partners who
wish to develop bundles (e.g., RealNetworks’ partnerships with Cingular and
Comcast). Size matters. Smaller platforms need to become part of an even larger
platform.
Litigation: Antitrust law for networked industries is still under dispute (Nalebuff 2003;
Evans 2003). Dominant platform providers that offer bundles or pursue penetration
pricing risk being charged with illegal tying or predation. Firms targeted for
envelopment can challenge their attackers on antitrust grounds—a successful
strategy for several of Microsoft’s victims, including Novell, RealNetworks, Sun
Microsystems, and Netscape.
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